
 

 

Dear Gan families,  
 
With the summer gaining ground, the preschool year is in transition. I find myself with my head 

on a swivel this time of year, reflecting backwards and planning forward at the same time.   
 
You all ushered in the school year together, gathering for that first moment in the ginormous tent 

in the Adas parking lot. The Gan is a community built around a school; our highest hopes are for 

the blossoming of relationships between our students, teachers, and families. I still marvel daily 

at the sight of a full parking lot: there is gravity there, in our community being present each 

morning for the ritual of drop off. Perhaps that is why the highlights of this year for many of us 

have been the communal moments – Hanukkah blessings in the parking lot, Purim and 

Passover sing alongs on the Patio, and even outdoor drop off, a sanguine and fleeting 

touchpoint for our community.   
 
For our classrooms, the year has been marked by a renewed commitment to nature. All of our 

students have spent hours (days, for many!) in the woods in Rock Creek this year. Our 

youngest classrooms take weekly walks, stretching their legs and learning the familiar routine of 

exiting the building and exploring the environment. Our oldest classrooms spend hours at a 

time, often multiple times a week, deep in the woods, intrepid explorers following the creek and 

seeking adventure. In the past two weeks alone, I’ve heard from our students about their 

findings: frogs, Robin's eggs, snake & snakeskin, butterflies, spiders, worms, and fish. This 

week, our students are harvesting our playground garden and snacking on its yield: broccoli, 

spinach, lettuce, and more. These formative and wondrous experiences shape our students’ 

attitudes about, and relationship with, the natural world.  
 
Summer will bring transition to the Gan, as our four part day classrooms conclude their year on 

June 3. Our five full day classrooms enjoy summer at Adas, annually marked by sprinklers and 

playgrounds. We will once again be hosting a small six-week summer camp for new and 

returning Gan families. Summer at the Gan wraps up on August 19 and the Gan enters its quiet 

period, closing completely for a week before welcoming teachers back for Staff Training on 

August 29. September will move our community forward a year, with students moving into new 

classrooms and our youngest classrooms filling with fresh smiles.   
 
All of which brings me to our caterpillars. May in preschool also brings literal transformation, as 

each classroom adopts caterpillar larvae. We marvel daily with the students as we watch them 

grow, transform, and emerge as something different. The obvious and intentional parallel to the 

growth of the students and classrooms fills the air and piques our awareness to the transition 

we are going through ourselves. The phrases “They’re growing!” and “They changed!” bounce 

off the walls and sometimes now it’s hard to tell who is talking about who.   
 
A transition is a beautiful thing to be a part of.   
 
Shabbat shalom,  



 

 

 
Noah  


